We consider the problem of learning a multivariate function from a set of scattered observations using a sparse low-rank separated representation (SSR) model. The model structure considered here is promising for high-dimensional learning problems; however, existing training algorithms based on alternating least-squares (ALS) are known to have convergence difficulties, particularly when the rank of the model is greater than 1. In the present work, we supplement the model structure with sparsity constraints to ensure the well posedness of the approximation problem. We propose two fast training algorithms to estimate the model parameters: (i) a cyclic coordinate descent algorithm and (ii) a block coordinate descent (BCD) algorithm. While the first algorithm is not provably convergent owing to the non-convexity of the optimization problem, the BCD algorithm guarantees convergence to a Nash equilibrium point. The computational cost of the proposed algorithms is shown to scale linearly with respect to all of the parameters in contrast to methods based on ALS. Numerical studies on synthetic and real-world regression datasets indicate that the proposed SSR model structure holds significant potential for machine learning problems.
Introduction
We consider the problem of learning a black-box function (i) ) + ∈ R is a scalar output (or response) that is corrupted by random noise, , and N is the number of observations. Our goal is to construct an approximate modelŷ(x) that fits the observations well in some sense (y i ŷ(x (i) )) while providing accurate approximations when evaluated on an unobserved/testing datapoint x, i.e. y(x) ŷ(x). Multivariate regression problems of this form are frequently encountered in statistical modelling, machine learning and compressive sensing and arise in various fields of applied science and engineering such as large-scale biological data analysis. Solving such regression problems becomes challenging when the number of observations is much smaller than the number of features/variables, that is, N d.
The focus of the present work is on using an SSR model structure [1] to learn the latent function y from the observations. The problem statement considered here can be viewed as a tensor approximation problem. However, our focus is on constructing an approximation given a fixed set of observations D. This is different from the problem of approximating high-dimensional tensors where black-box function evaluations are assumed to be available at any arbitrary point on demand; see, for example, previous work on low-rank tensor approximations including the CANDECOMP/PARAFAC (CP) decomposition [2] , orthogonal low-rank approximations [3] , tensor-train decompositions [4] and canonical tensor decompositions using nonlinear conjugate gradient methods [5] and nonlinear Krylov methods [6, 7] .
Beylkin et al. [1] originally proposed the idea of function approximation using a low-rank separated representation model structure given bŷ
( 1.2) where r is the separation rank, g l j are unknown univariate component functions and s l are normalization coefficients. Expanding each univariate function in a given basis (ψ k ) k as g l j = M k=1 α jlk ψ k (x j ), the corresponding coefficients can be estimated by minimizing the semi-norm (or data-driven norm),
(y i −ŷ(x (i) )) 2 .
( 1.3) Minimization of the preceding squared-error loss function will lead to a dense model, i.e. all the basis function expansion coefficients will be non-zero. In the work of Beylkin et al. [1] , the minimization problem (1.3) is solved using an alternating least-squares (ALS) method which involves solving for the jth dimensional component functions (g l j ) l=1,. . .,r while all the other components are kept fixed. Owing to the linear dependence of the univariate functions on the model parameters, each ALS iteration involves the solution of an rM × rM linear system of algebraic equations of the form min α∈R rM (1/N) A j α − y 2 2 with A j ∈ R N×rM and y = (y 1 , y 2 , . . . y N ) T . These Gauss-Seidel-type iterations are performed until some measure of convergence is satisfied. A Tikhonov 2 -norm regularization procedure promoting smoothness is applied to circumvent overfitting issues that are routinely encountered when solving multivariate regression problems. Overfitting can be caused by large values of the separation rank or can be linked to the type of expansions used for discretizing the univariate functions g l j .
In [1] , the authors use cross-validation (CV) methods to select optimal values for r and Tikhonov regularization parameters. This regularization procedure also avoids ill-conditioning of the linear systems that can arise when the support of ψ k is disjoint from the data points.
It is worth mentioning that in dimension d > 2 the existence of low-rank decompositions (1.2) is only guaranteed for rank 1-in the special case of matrices (d = 2) decompositions of any arbitrary low-rank exist. Recently, it has been shown that imposing semi-orthogonality conditions on univariate factors ensures the existence of separated decompositions of tensors with order greater than 2 [3] . Low-rank separated representations based on ALS methods have been recently proposed for solving high-dimensional regression problems [8, 9] . Tikhonov regularization procedures are used to circumvent overfitting, where the regularization parameters λ j 3 royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rspa Proc. R. Soc. A 
(corresponding to the ALS subproblem in the jth dimension) are selected using generalized CV procedures that depend on the singular values of A j . Instead of using identity or diagonal regularization matrices as in [1] , more general regularization matrices depending on the norm of the solution [8] or its gradient [9] have been derived. A perturbation-based error indicator is also used in [8] for selecting the separation rank and the number of basis functions used to approximate each component function. A similar type of approximate model structure has also been studied by Schmidt [10] in a fully Bayesian setting. However, the computational cost associated with the inferencing procedure can be exorbitant for large-scale datasets.
More recently, SSR [11, 12] was proposed for approximating high-dimensional tensors with applications to uncertainty quantification, that is, for approximating functions with a limited number of evaluations as well as approximating non-intrusively the solution of a PDE with random coefficients. The authors use sparse rank 1 tensor approximations that are computed progressively through ALS algorithms. In this approach, sparsity is enforced by introducing an 1 -norm regularization term for each subproblem, which is subsequently solved using the lasso modified least angle regression algorithm [13] . CV procedures are used to determine the regularization parameters and the separation rank. Most recently, sparse lowrank approximations using functional tensor-train format for solving regression problems have been derived and analysed in [14] . Low-rank tensor-train approximations are represented with linear/nonlinear parametrizations of univariate basis functions. The tensor-train parameters are learnt from scattered data by using gradient-based optimization algorithms and a group-sparsity regularization term is used to circumvent overfitting.
It is worth noting that the notion of sparsity enables the construction of more transparent and interpretable statistical models and this has been an active area of research over the last decade; the monograph [15] contains an excellent survey of recent developments. Sparsity offers various practical advantages since it allows the extraction of relevant information from large-scale datasets which can facilitate the interpretation of the approximate model. Another advantage in considering sparsity (enforced by regularization) lies in the fact that they are well adapted for handling noisy datasets which are commonly encountered while dealing with observational data/measurements. Finally, enforcing sparsity will be all the more relevant if the true underlying model has a sparse structure ('bet on sparsity' principle). If, say, only d s d parameters are nonzero then the available information per parameter is N/d s instead of N/d, meaning that good efficiency/accuracy can be expected from sparse approximation algorithms. Various illustrations of this attractive feature can be found in [15] , for example, in biological data analysis. A classification example for the prediction of cancers is provided where the dataset is made of d = 4718 genes (features) observed on N = 349 patients and categorized into 15 different classes. It is shown that a lasso-type sparse algorithm provides a better accuracy than a standard dense approximation using all the parameters (15 × 4718 70 000) at much lower computational cost. The underlying sparsity of the biological model is fully exploited by sparse algorithms (in this case d s = 254).
In the present work, we consider the problem of learning a multivariate function using a sparse low-rank separated representation (SSR) model structure. The motivation for introducing sparsity constraints is to make the approximation problem well posed and to improve the generalization performance of the learnt model. More specifically, we minimize the 1 regularized squarederror loss, which is a non-convex objective function for the chosen model structure. We propose two algorithms for efficiently estimating the model parameters. The first algorithm relies on the iterative cyclic coordinate descent (CCD) method [15] [16] [17] that is known to perform very well for generalized linear models. The second algorithm exploits the fact that the objective function is block convex, which means that it is possible to formulate a block coordinate descent (BCD) strategy that guarantees convergence to a Nash equilibrium point. We demonstrate numerically the performance of the proposed approaches compared with some existing methods on benchmark machine learning regression datasets.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In §2, we set up notations and introduce the background ideas used in the present work, and present our problem statement. In §3, we 
propose a coordinate descent (CD) optimization algorithm to estimate the model parameters and discuss various computational aspects such as the selection of suitable regularization parameters based on CV techniques and a pathwise algorithm to accelerate the training procedure. Section 4 presents a BCD algorithm which is proved to be convergent. The effectiveness of the proposed approach is illustrated in §5 with numerical studies on synthetic and real datasets. Section 6 concludes the paper and outlines some directions for further work.
Background and problem statement
In this section, we first review the standard lasso formulation for generalized linear models and CD algorithms to introduce some useful concepts and notations. Subsequently, we describe the problem statement considered in the present work.
(a) Background
Consider the generalized linear modelŷ(x) = β 0 + M j=1 β j φ j (x), where β = (β 1 , . . . , β M ) are the regression weights, φ j : R d → R are prescribed basis functions and β 0 is a constant. Given a training dataset D, the classical lasso or 1 -regularized regression [15] problem can be written as
where λ > 0 is a regularization parameter and
The minimization problem (2.1) can be also written as
where Φ ∈ R N×M is a matrix with entries Φ ij = φ j (x (i) ) (this can be interpreted as the original features/inputs mapped to a nonlinear feature space), y = (y 1 , . . . , y N ) T ∈ R N is the response vector and 1 = (1, 1, . . . , 1) T ∈ R N . A remarkable property of the solution to the lasso problem (2.1) is that the number of non-zero coefficients β j is at most equal to min(N, M) when λ > 0 [18] . This makes the lasso approach very attractive for regression problems where the number of observations is smaller than the number of basis functions (N M) in terms of computational efficiency and model interpretability. The choice of an 1 -norm regularization term can be justified by geometrical arguments [15] , according to which a ball exhibits more corners and flat edges in the 1 norm than in other norms. This feature thus gives more opportunities for β j to vanish when the 1 -norm constraints are met in the minimization procedure. The uniqueness of the lasso problem has been studied in depth by Tibshirani [18] ; see also [15] for a review of existing results.
We next consider the standard CCD algorithm [15] [16] [17] for solving (2.1) (or (2.2)). Without specific assumptions on the input/output variables, the regression weights are updated coordinate wise as
where S λ denotes the soft-thresholding operator
and the partial residuals are given by 
where L(β) = (1/2N) y − Φβ 2 2 . There exist different numerical schemes for updating the coefficients β j , which are detailed in [15] [16] [17] . Various heuristics are also used to speed up the basic version of the CD optimization algorithm. As such, pathwise algorithms based on warm starts are commonly used to determine the entire path of coefficients for a range of λ values. This approach can also be significantly improved using the notion of active-set convergence, where only variables with non-zero coefficients are updated. It is worth mentioning that a stochastic version of the CD algorithm for solving 1 -regularized problems has been proposed in [19] . In this approach, the updated parameters are uniformly randomly chosen from the set {1, . . . , M}. The theoretical runtime analysis derived therein suggests that the stochastic variant outperforms any deterministic CD algorithm and is well suited for large-scale datasets. Convergence analyses of stochastic CD algorithms for solving unconstrained and constrained optimization problems have also been studied by Nesterov [20] , showing the same trends. Finally, Xu & Yin [21] extended the stochastic gradient descent algorithm by combining it with a deterministic block CD scheme for solving convex and nonconvex optimization problems. The resulting algorithm outperforms stochastic gradient descent for convex problems and deterministic block CD for large-scale non-convex problems.
(b) Problem statement
The goal of the present work is to learn an approximate model from observational data that provides accurate approximations when evaluated on unobserved datapoints and that satisfies sparsity properties in the sense that many of the basis function expansion coefficients equal zero. More specifically, we consider a low-rank separated model structure [1] of the form
with each univariate component function expanded as 1 
, where α jlk are unknown parameters. No particular restrictions are imposed on the basis functions (ψ k ) k , which can be chosen between polynomials, radial basis functions (RBFs), wavelets or rational functions. Such low-rank separated model structures have been studied by Beylkin et al. [1] for high-dimensional regression problems.
We seek the coefficients α jlk while using prescribed basis functions in the model structure. For simplicity of presentation, we parameterize the model structure by a vector of parameters α = (α jlk ) ∈ R rdM and a constant (or bias) term β 0 ∈ R as follows: 6) where λ > 0 is a regularization parameter which controls the level of sparsity of the model. For the sake of notational simplicity, we shall sometimes use the compact notationsŷ(x),ỹ(x) and F(α).
It can be noted that (2.6) is a non-convex loss function and the first term in the objective function coincides with the objective used in CP or canonical tensor approximations [22] , which is known to be ill-posed for d > 2 and some given rank r > 1 (well posedness only holds in the special case of matrices (d = 2) for which any canonical decomposition exists, or for rank 1 approximations). Existence results for CP decompositions can be derived under additional assumptions; see [23] for further details. More recently, it has been proved that the uniqueness of CP decompositions is automatically guaranteed for any d and r if orthogonality constraints are imposed on the tensor decomposition [3] or when sparsity-inducing 1 -regularization constraints are considered [11] . As a result, the sparsity constraints used in our formulation can be justified by well-posedness arguments encountered in low-rank tensor approximations.
The choice of the separation rank (r), the one-dimensional basis size (M) and the type of basis functions used in the low-rank separated model structure are user-defined parameters. The regularization parameter λ governing the level of sparsity can be selected using CV techniques (see the discussion in §3b and appendix A).
Remark 2.1. Our approach can be compared to the work of [11, 12] , where low-rank separated representations with sparsity induced by an 1 -norm regularization term has been proposed and used, for example, to approximate functions from scattered data. In this approach, sparse lowrank approximations are built by progressively computing rank 1 corrections, the main advantage being that computing rank 1 approximations is well posed, even without a regularization term. However, progressively computing low-rank approximations can lead to suboptimal solutions. In addition, this approach requires large numbers of CV runs to determine various regularization parameters, potentially incurring significant computational costs while solving high-dimensional problems. By contrast, our proposed approach computes sparse low-rank approximations directly and requires only one global CV procedure to determine the regularization parameter λ that induces global sparsity in the model structure.
Coordinate descent optimization algorithm
In this section, we propose a CD optimization scheme for minimizing (2.6). We first describe the algorithm and subsequently explore its computational properties.
(a) Derivation of algorithm
We derive a CD algorithm for minimizing F defined by (2.6). First, setting ∂F ∂β 0 = 0 leads to
y i is the averaged response andỹ is defined in (2.5). We next examine how the parameters α jlk can be updated using a CD procedure. For doing so, we freeze all the coefficients except one (say, for indices (j, l, k)) and minimize along this coordinate. 
When estimated at a training point x (i) , the model structure (2.5) with the bias term left out can be expanded asỹ
Therefore, substituting (3.1) into (2.6) yields
which is nothing but a univariate lasso-type minimization problem. Defining the partial residual 5) and
the coefficient α jlk can be updated in a CD fashion as
where S λ is defined by (2.4).
Once the CD iterations (3.7) are performed up to convergence (e.g. if the stagnation of the objective functional is reached numerically), the bias term can be explicitly computed as
The approximate model β 0 +ỹ(x; α) given in (2.5) can then be used for making predictions at any unobserved datapoint x.
Remark 3.1. In the case when no bias term is included in the model structure (2.5), the ith component of the full residual can be written as
meaning that CD updates (3.7) can also be written as
We shall henceforth refer to this optimization strategy for training SSR models as SSR-CD.
(b) A note on computational aspects
In this section, we discuss some practical implementation aspects of the SSR-CD algorithm described earlier. 
|F(α
where α (n) denotes the nth lasso update of the SSR coefficients and ε obj is a user-defined tolerance parameter. An additional stopping criterion can be based on the first-order optimality condition ∇ α F(α) 2 < ε grad . From (2.6) to (3.1) the partial derivatives of the objective function can be computed explicitly as
, it can be noted that the optimization scheme can break down when the denominator becomes too small. Inspecting (3.3) and (3.6) it can be seen that this situation occurs when some of the coefficients α jlk become very small, which is more likely to happen for large values of the regularization parameter λ. To avoid a possible breakdown, we use the update rule α jlk ← 0 when the numerator in (3.7) equals exactly zero, irrespective of the denominator. This way the optimization scheme will return zero coefficients for large values of λ (as expected from the 1 regularization term). In such cases, the approximate model is just a constant given bŷ y(x; α) = β 0 =ȳ.
As previously mentioned, the choice of the regularization parameter λ is essential to achieve a good level of predictive accuracy. Taking very small values of λ can lead to overfitting issues since only the training error is being minimized. Conversely, large values of λ can induce too much sparsity in the model structure and lead to poor approximations. Selecting relevant values of λ can be done using a k-fold CV procedure (see appendix A for more details). Once a suitable value λ opt is determined, the final run on all training points can be carried out to determine the model parameters α, which will then be used for making predictions at unobserved data points x.
We now closely examine the computational cost incurred by the SSR-CD algorithm along with k-fold CV (see algorithm 1 outlined in appendix A). The cost associated with updating one single coefficient α jlk scales as O(N) since two inner products of N-dimensional vectors are used in (3.7). Hence, the cost of SSR-CD for a fixed value of λ is O(rdMNN SSR-CD ), where N SSR-CD is the number of iterations needed to achieve convergence. Next, the k-fold CV procedure costs O(k max N f rdMNN SSR-CD ) operations, where k max is the number of folds, N f is the size of the λ-grid andN SSR-CD denotes the averaged number of CD iterations. Since the CV procedure is parallelizable with respect to the number of folds, the total cost can be divided by the number of available processors (N proc ) while using a multi-processor architecture. Since k max is generally equal to 5-10, one can easily use N proc = k max , meaning that the complexity of algorithm 1 can be reduced to O(N f rdMNN SSR-CD ). In comparison, the computational cost involved in the ALS-based scheme [1] 
where N ALS is the number of iterations needed to achieve convergence, the cost to assemble each rM × rM matrix being equal to O(r 2 M 2 N) and the cost for solving each linear system being equal to O(r 3 M 3 ).
This analysis shows the potential efficiency of the SSR-CD algorithm since the complexity is linear in all of its parameters. However, this computational cost can increase substantially, in practice. We generally have no a priori knowledge of the range to be chosen for λ, which implies that N f could be large. In addition, if the window for λ is not selected carefully then N SSR-CD can increase significantly for some values of λ. These facts motivate the need for improving the CV procedure for the SSR-CD algorithm. 
(c) Pathwise SSR-CD and cross-validation
The first ingredient for improving the efficiency of algorithm 1 (see appendix A) is a pathwise version of SSR-CD to accelerate the CV procedure. In the classical pathwise CD algorithm [24] , a path of solutions is computed by solving a sequence of lasso problems for different values of λ. Starting from a sufficiently large λ (which generates the zero solution) the CD algorithm is applied with a smaller value of λ using the previous lasso coefficients as the initial guess (called a warm start) and generally repeated until λ = 0 (which produces the pure unregularized regression solution). Using this warm start procedure allows significant reductions in the complexity of the original algorithm. Furthermore, monitoring the path of model coefficients provides a physical interpretation of the lasso solution regarding its sparsity. Note that pathwise algorithms are usually accelerated using the active-set convergence, where only non-zero lasso coefficients are updated [15] . In the present work, in order to identify a suitable range for λ we shall use the upper bound provided by the classical lasso, namely
where
Our numerical studies suggest that this choice works well for a range of test cases. We now describe the pathwise SSR-CD algorithm to accelerate the CV procedure. It is worth mentioning that directly applying a pathwise SSR-CD algorithm with warm starts and the upper bound λ lasso max might not be appropriate in some cases. Indeed, if λ lasso max is too large then the pathwise algorithm with warm starts is likely to provide a path of constant solutions (with β 0 =ȳ) for any smaller values of λ. 2 To avoid this potential issue, we propose the following strategy, referred to as algorithm 2 (see appendix B for more details).
Step 1. Let L c be a coarse λ-grid made of N c values evenly spread (in log 10 scale) in the interval [ελ lasso max , λ lasso max ] with λ lasso max given by (3.11). Since a priori we cannot choose a relevant range for λ we use a pathwise SSR-CD algorithm without warm starts to avoid potential issues related to poor initializations. We denote by λ * the (rough) estimate of the optimal regularization parameter provided by the k-fold CV procedure.
Step 2. We next refine the value of λ * as follows. Consider a fine λ-grid L f made of N f values evenly spread (in log 10 scale) in an interval located around λ * , say [β 1 λ * , β 2 λ * ]. We then apply pathwise SSR-CD with warm starts in the CV procedure for efficiency purposes-this time warm starts are more likely to provide a path of accurate solutions since we have previously identified a range of interest for λ. The k-fold CV procedure generates a (refined) optimal value λ opt .
Step 3. We next apply SSR-CD with λ opt on the whole training dataset D train to generate the coefficients α and corresponding bias term β 0 . Predictions at unobserved datapoints x can then be computed usingŷ(x ; α) = β 0 +ỹ(x ; α).
Remark 3.2.
If the user seeks a rough estimate for λ opt it is possible to skip step 2 and use the regularization parameter obtained in step 1 in step 3. This can save computational effort while considering large-scale datasets.
A block sparse low-rank separated representation optimization algorithm
Owing to the product model structure (2.5), the objective function F(α) = 1 2 y −ŷ(· ; α) 2 D + λ α l 1 is non-convex with respect to the parameters α = (α jlk ) ∈ R drM . Consequently, the convergence of the CD algorithm is not theoretically guaranteed. In this section, we describe a block SSR algorithm (henceforth referred to as the BSSR algorithm) that circumvents this theoretical issue. 
(a) BSSR algorithm
We first rearrange the parameters in d blocks of rM variables as
In the BSSR algorithm, the main idea is to iteratively minimize F in a Gauss-Seidel fashion with respect to each block β j while keeping the other ones fixed, that is,
where n denotes the iteration counter. We next examine how β (n) j can be computed in practice. As in ALS-based formulations (e.g. [8] ) the objective function can be rewritten as
The minimization problems (4.3) can then be rewritten (omitting the iteration counter) as lasso problems with no bias term, that is,
Remark 4.1. We briefly discuss the well posedness of the lasso-type problem (4.6). If an 2 -norm regularization term was used in (4.6), then uniqueness would be guaranteed for any λ > 0. When considering an 1 -norm regularization term the situation is more intricate. For example, if A j ∈ R N×rM does not have full column rank (which is the case if N < rM), then the uniqueness of the lasso solution is not guaranteed. However, it can be shown that the fitted values A j u j are uniquely defined. Generally speaking, some additional conditions are required to ensure the well posedness of a lasso problem. For example, the lasso solution will be uniquely defined if the columns of A j are in 'general position', or will be unique with probability 1 if the entries of A j are drawn from a continuous PDF (whatever the values of N and rM). We refer the interested reader to [15, 18] for more details about the well posedness of lasso problems.
(b) Numerical solution of block subproblems
We discuss here a numerical strategy for solving the minimization subproblems at the block level (4.6). Various numerical techniques can be employed for solving such problems including CD updates [25] , ALS-based schemes, quasi-Newton methods or any existing efficient optimizer.
Since the SSR-CD algorithm derived so far is based on lasso-type updates we naturally focus on this type of numerical scheme. In particular, it can be shown that solving (4.6) using lasso-type updates is equivalent to applying SSR-CD updates (3.7) to each variable in β j (see appendix C for more details). This, in turn, provides a block algorithm based on the SSR-CD updates derived so far, which is easy to implement. An example of the BSSR algorithm based on lasso-type updates (referred to as BSSR-CD) is outlined below. Note that algorithm 3 shows subtle differences from algorithm 1 (different order of loops and at which step the one-dimensional functions g l j are updated). The variables in β j could also be updated simultaneously using a proximal-gradient descent algorithm [15] , which can be written as
convergence issues this type of algorithm would require the optimization of the step-size ν at each update, for example using backtracking line-search methods. Finally, it is to be noted that the pathwise SSR-CD with CV algorithm 2 (see appendix B) can be naturally extended using BSSR-CD for a given value of λ.
(c) Convergence analysis
We first assume that the well-posedness of each block subproblem (4.6) is ensured by some suitable conditions as discussed in remark 4.1. The convergence result for the BSSR stated below is based on arguments arising in analysis of classical cyclic BCD algorithms [26] . Proof. To prove this result we borrow multi-convexity arguments from Xu & Yin [26] used for the analysis of BCD algorithms. Since the blocks of variables in BSSR are the solution of
we introduce the functions G j :
where A j is defined by (4.5).
If the functions G j are strongly convex and ∇G j are Lipschitz continuous, then it can be shown using the analysis of Xu & Yin [26] that the BSSR algorithm is convergent. Since ∇G j (u) = −(1/N)(A j ) T (y − A j u), it follows that happen so that (A j ) T A j is not singular, it holds that λ j min > 0, which ensures that the mapping u → G j (u) is strongly convex. Furthermore, ∇G j is Lipschitz continuous since
where λ j max denotes the largest eigenvalue of (A j ) T A j . Since the objective function is strongly convex with respect to each of its block of variables with a Lipschitz continuous gradient, and since each non-differentiable function u j → λ u j l 1 is convex, it follows that the BSSR algorithm converges towards a Nash point (see [26, theorem 2.3] ). This concludes the proof.
Generally speaking, a Nash equilibrium condition is weaker than a critical point. Since the limit Nash point in BSSR is not necessarily a critical point of the objective function F, first-order optimality conditions are not appropriate stopping criteria, in contrast to the SSR-CD algorithm. In practice, the BSSR algorithm is terminated when F stagnates.
Numerical studies
In this section, we illustrate the effectiveness of the pathwise SSR-CD/BSSR algorithms by considering synthetic datasets generated by standard test functions (see §5a) and some benchmark datasets from the machine learning literature (see §5b). The selection of an optimal regularization parameter λ opt is based on the strategy described in §3c with parameters taken equal to N c = 20, ε = 10 −5 in step 1 and N f = 100, β 1 = 10 −3 , β 2 = 1 in step 2. In our implementation, each subproblem (4.6) in BSSR is solved using a limited-memory version of the quasi-Newton Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (L-BFGS) algorithm. To indicate this explicitly, we shall use the abbreviation BSSR-BFGS while referring to this implementation of the BSSR algorithm. The timings reported for each case include the time required to carry out CV to estimate the model parameters. All the runs were carried out on a single core of a machine with an Intel E5530 processor and 8 Gb RAM.
(a) Comparisons on synthetic datasets
We compare the pathwise SSR-CD/BSSR-BFGS algorithms (with fivefold CV) with an ALS method. In our experiments, we consider the ALS formulation from Doostan et al. [8] 
with a threshold taken equal to ε sp = 10 −3 . Even if the soft thresholding operator S λ produces exact zero coefficients in the model structure, we introduce a cut-off in the sparsity measure (5.1). Indeed the ε sp -sparsity can reflect more precisely the level of sparsity in the model structure than the 'exact sparsity' (for some datasets the order of magnitude of λ and the model parameters can be significantly different). (5.2) ) with N train = 1000, N test = 10 000: validation errors, timings and levels of sparsity (S ε sp ) in SSR-CD/BSSR-BFGS for different separation ranks (r) and Legendre polynomial degrees. Bold numbers are used to highlight the best performing model. (
ii) Friedman3 dataset
This classical test is defined with the 4d-function
with variables uniformly distributed in the intervals 0 ≤ x 1 ≤ 100, 40π ≤ x 2 ≤ 560π , 0 ≤ x 3 ≤ 1 and 1 ≤ x 4 ≤ 11. In our numerical studies, each input variable is rescaled to the interval [0, 1]. Numerical results are reported in table 2 showing comparable levels of accuracy between ALS and SSR-CD/BSSR-BFGS at a much lower computational cost (especially for SSR-CD). For a reasonable level of accuracy (error smaller than 0.02), SSR-CD tends to offer more sparsity than BSSR-BFGS.
(iii) Highly curved function
We consider the highly curved 3d-function from Dette & Pepelyshev [27] defined as Table 4 . Results on real datasets from [28] : mean RMSE ± 1 standard deviation, averaged sparsity and overall timing for pathwise SSR-CD and a Gaussian process (GP) model with isotropic squared exponential kernel [28] . In pathwise SSR-CD, we use fivefold CV procedures with N c = 20, ε = 10 −5 , N f = 100, β 1 = 10 −3 , β 2 = 1. Levels of sparsity S ε sp are provided with ε sp = 10 −3 and results are averaged over 10 equal partitions of the data. Bold numbers are used to highlight the model that provides the best accuracy. In conclusion, the proposed SSR-CD/BSSR-BFGS algorithms provide similar levels of accuracy to ALS with similar or lower computational effort for the test cases considered here. The best accuracies obtained with SSR-CD/BSSR-BFGS are generally close to each other, SSR-CD being generally less expensive and offering slightly more sparsity than BSSR-BFGS. Lastly, it can be seen that the SSR-CD/BSSR-BFGS errors are not always decreasing monotonically with respect to the separation rank and the polynomial degree. Hence, increasing the separation rank r or the polynomial degree does not necessarily improve the prediction accuracy but can lead instead to oscillations/overfitting. In practice, CV techniques can be used to determine optimal values for the model parameters such as r and M as in [11, 12, 14] .
(b) Comparisons on real datasets
The results obtained previously for synthetic datasets suggest that SSR-CD is more efficient than BSSR-BFGS. To assess more precisely its efficacy we shall now consider real-world machine learning regression datasets. For different datasets, we compare the accuracy of pathwise SSR-CD with a Gaussian process (GP) model constructed using an isotropic Gaussian kernel from [28] . The pathwise SSR-CD algorithm is applied with different ranks (r), basis sizes (M) and types of basis functions (Legendre polynomials and RBFs) for one-dimensional discretizations with N train = 0.9N for training and N test = N − N train for computing errors. Pathwise SSR-CD is performed 10 times over 10 different partitions of the data, which allows us to compute the root mean square error (RMSE) y −ŷ D test averaged over the same splits of the data as in [28] . While considering RBF discretizations a (rough) estimate of the shape parameter is generated beforehand by applying a threefold CV procedure on the dataset with 15 values taken in [10 −3 , 10] (for each fold and choice of σ , a basic version of SSR-CD is applied with fixed parameters λ = 0, r = 2 and M = 10). We report in 
deviation along with the types of discretization and levels of sparsity which are obtained with the corresponding best parameters r and M. For comparison, we provide the RMSE ± 1 standard deviation given by GP approximations [28] . These results indicate that the proposed SSR-CD algorithm using polynomial/RBF discretizations is worthwhile applying to most of the datasets considered and is less accurate only for a few cases. More precisely, SSR-CD provides better accuracy than GP for 10 datasets, the same accuracy for one dataset and is less accurate for three datasets. It also appears that the levels of sparsity provided by SSR-CD tend to be problem dependent.
These results obtained on small/medium-scale datasets from [28] are promising and suggest that further numerical studies would be needed to conduct more systematic comparisons on a wider range of datasets while using various types of discretizations and heterogeneous dictionaries of basis functions for the SSR component functions. In addition, it is clear from the numerical studies that additional work is required to improve upon the efficiency of the training procedure for large-scale datasets. These studies will be the subject of future work.
Concluding remarks
In this paper, we investigate a new approach for constructing multivariate regression models from scattered datasets. The proposed separated representation coordinate descent (SSR-CD) algorithm allows us to efficiently construct sparse models by solving 1 -regularized quadratic loss minimization problems using a product model structure for the approximate solution and a CCD algorithm for updating the coefficients in the model. We then provide block versions of SSR-CD (such as BSSR-CD), which is proved to converge towards a Nash equilibrium point applying multi-convexity results. CV procedures based on pathwise SSR-CD/BSSR are used for selecting suitable regularization parameters to be used in the final production runs. Numerical studies conducted on synthetic datasets show that the pathwise algorithms provide similar levels of accuracy to ALS, generally at a lower computational cost. While considering some benchmark datasets from the machine learning literature, pathwise SSR-CD turns out to outperform other existing methods such as GP approximations in most of the cases considered in our studies. Another advantage offered by the SSR-CD algorithm lies in its flexibility as different types of basis functions can be used for discretizing the one-dimensional functions in the model structure.
Additional numerical studies are required to assess the ability of the proposed product model structure to describe nonlinear effects and interactions between the inputs for a broader class of high-dimensional regression problems. The algorithms presented here were designed for function approximation/regression problems but they can be naturally extended to classification problems. Another promising avenue of research is to formulate efficient stochastic variational inferencing schemes to estimate the model parameters. This step will enable the construction of Bayesian error bars for the model structure studied in this work and enable the training procedure to be scaled to large datasets.
Data accessibility. The source codes used for the experimental studies and links to the datasets can be found in the electronic supplementary material.
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